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To whom it may concern:
I write today with no where to turn. My lifetime has seen nothing but corruption here in Rhode Island, although,
my unique unconventional upbringing has given me the clairvoyance to anticipate the swinging polygamists next move.
Growing up I graduated from the Rhode Island Training School, ran by The Rhode Island Department of Children
Youth & Family's, you may have heard of that agency, people die under their care. Eight last year 1. From first hand
experience, I can accurately attest the requirement of adapting quickly to ensure self preservation! One lasting instillment
embedded within me is a resentment toward fraternal organizations on the account of witnessing numerous unrighteous acts.
For contrast, on day one, when ordered to undress for showers a fellow minor residents refused while articulating his
grievance... He ended up with stitches faster than you read this sentence coupled with a new assaulting an officer charge,
and was sent to maximum security segregation. Today, I possess Law Enforcement Instructor knowledge in many
disciplines including the Use-of-Force Continuum2 and can accurately state that individual's only fault was not disrobing
immediately.
Continuing on this letter, upon release the Chief Judge made me a State Constable. As I became seasoned, he
expired, the current incumbent's first deal of business was an attempt to procure the fruits of incompetence via medical
investigation into my character. As I sat down with the state police, we reviewed my accolades, her request which came via
email, and scanned some fluff. When the basket came back empty, she "terminated"3 my livelihood. The attorney general
whom she campaigned with, since then, has made great attempts to discredit me 4.
Still on-going, Currently, the Chief Judge's subordinate has restricted visitation to my daughter and had her pet
lawyer send out pitbull investigators to see what they can sniff up. Naturally, I started talking outlandishly false statements
during counter surveillance then watched the video disseminate within the intelligence echelon which garnered me, John
Silvaggio, a name drop in the Family Guy Season seven-teen premiere!5 The operation also resulted in the negative ranking
of my surveillance videos on YouTube.6 With that said, due to a strong moral conviction from taking away my childhood,
my livelihood, and now my daughter; I can no longer turn a blind eye and must point directly at Chief Judge LaFazia,
Attorney General Peter Kilmartin, and Associate Judge Patricia Asquith for deceptive practices. Contained herein one may
find the information as proof!
But now, after disclosing the plan and prepare cogs within the wheel of Human Intelligence Collector Operations 7,
protocol dictates an elaboration of the collection method before process and produce. Although, on the account of life
experience gained inquiring the chief judge assertively about specific searches which some may consider harassing, she
looked at me like I was a necromancer before scurrying off. Carefully, in an attempting to carry on the data collection tune
in another note -- When in grade school, I admired the budding United States Postmasters whom associated with
Freemasons to earn the moniker Spymasters by eavesdropping British Commanders' letters. In adolescences, I associated
that eavesdropping with pirate hacking groups for whom I became familiar which granted fluency in zero-day exploits and
obfuscated remote access programs. Think of it like hearing a cordless phone call from an old CB Scanner with some extra
steps to allow snooping of the cellular calls, picture messages, SMS, and emails from anyone within range of a JTAG
femtocell tethered to a cellphone.
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https://www.wpri.com/news/local-news/providence/dcyf-report-8-child-fatalities-23-near-fatalities-in-ri-over-two-yearspan/1383578161
http://jpsilvaggio.com/credentials/asp_tactical_baton_instructor.php
http://www.silvaggio.com/files/terminated.pdf
http://www.silvaggio.com/files/attorney_general.pdf
https://www.fox.com/watch/a947d0152015882cc93f76896a301065/ @ 14:05
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uP0xxjyaeFE
https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/150085.pdf
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Continuing by elaborating on processing tangible evidence admissible in court by surveying ones own internet
connection, I found the uncovered messages of my former partner's sharp directional turn in displeasure toward her
material parent's lack of loyalty to ones own sponsor shocking. In lamer terms, when I met my child's mother she had
voiced displeasure over her mom's attempt to get ahead by committing adultery on her sponsor with his boss. Currently, the
word bamboozled comes to mind as now my child's mother joined in on the flings with the boss's nephew. 8 -- They took my
daughter camping despite a court order9 saying no guys sleeping over. Then my daughter came home, ran in the corner,
started crying, and told me it was because she didn't know who to call papa anymore between her mom's sponsor, or, the
grandmother's new husband! Whoa, now, one may ask who in this world would side with this type of behavior and let me
tell you they found an audience with Justice Lafazia and Associate Justice Asquith.
Closing, I want a change of venue immediately! I filed a disciplinary report10on the lawyer for filing motions
requesting my child be brought to a Travel Advisory Level 4 Mexico location and when I say that writ grew legs and ran
away I mean you'll be hard pressed to find it anywhere!11 Upon the failure of that motion, a few days later one filed an
untruthful emergency motion12 coupled with another passport request 13. It was rewritten and rubber stamped by the judge
while exhibiting megalomania.14 Let it be known there is no reasonable explanation for my visiting schedule besides an
underhanded deal was made. Concluding, I do not trust this court due to the continued lack of integrity on display. With
that said, I realize a man who represents himself has a fool for a client and I shall continue to be that fool unless someone
dare challenge these political tyrants pro bono in which case I leave the raw uncut surveillance material for the produce
stage within the footnotes to construct the adequate motions. Again, to retort, Please help!

Signed,
Rhode Island Pleb,

John P. Silvaggio
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http://www.silvaggio.com/files/facebook-anitharamirez12-1.zip
http://www.silvaggio.com/files/consent_final.pdf
http://www.silvaggio.com/files/disciplinary.pdf
I would like an audit into where this writ went which may uncover a major lapse of integrity within this court.
http://www.silvaggio.com/files/emergency.pdf
http://www.silvaggio.com/files/motion.pdf
http://www.silvaggio.com/files/court_order_mexico.pdf

